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Ebebek - Cloud Migration to Achieve Scalability
 

Ebebek partnered with Oredata to build their cloud landing zone to
leverage cloud benefits like reliability, scalability and leverage global
network and computing power whenever necessary in a cost effective
manner.

The challenge
Ebebek had challenges around their on-premise big data scalability for
some of the use cases, in order to achieve highly available, cost
effective cloud data lake and have a secure cloud landing zone for
future automated infrastructure requirements they selected Google
Cloud and Oredata as the implementation partner.

The solution
Ebebek and Oredata have come together to re-engineer their
infrastructure as a secure automated landing for all their future GCP
requirements. The result of this collaboration is a modernized system
that has secure roles, identities, resources of folders, project, relevant
IAM capabilities and organizational policies implemented on Google
Cloud Platform for Ebebek to stay safe.

The result
Ebebek landing zone project has provided a scalable and secure
solution. The company migrated to a modern, cloud-based
infrastructure and streamlined processes, leading to increased
productivity. The new solution allows for better scalability, making the
company ready for peak volumes in the future.

We would like to thank you for completing our Landing
Zone implementation via Terraform. At this stage of
the project, we see the concrete benefits of using IaC,

 as you recommended.
Mustafa Deniz, Data Management Manager

About EBEBEK MAGAZACILIK ANONIM
SIRKETI
ebebek.com is Turkey's first online store for baby
products shopping. ebebek.com has been
serving parents and prospective parents since
2001. Following the success of its website,
e-bebek transitioned to physical retailing by
applying the 'click to brick' business model, which
is rare in the world.
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About Oredata Yazılım Limited Şirketi
Oredata is a digital and cloud transformation
consultancy company that helps businesses
modernize and innovate through technology.
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